
Date: January 27, 2015, Monday 

Attendees: Jeanne, Yihao, Jovin, Boyang 

Agenda: 

1. say good things about the data. it has a lot of potential. the data is so good that we want to 

use it to “quick prototyping” – because we have yet to require user requirements from you 

yet. So, we have come up with some proof of concept for you to test, and more important, 

gather your feedback to move on to the next stage.  

2. current system of REALIS is very textual. during our URA internship we realised that URA is a 

map-centric organisation to help planning etc. we thought it was a good idea to apply the 

same methodology for REALIS as well.  

3. explanation for cluster map instead of pin map. latter is very cluttered, and not conducive. 

give them options for pin-mapping.  

4. optimise the screen resolution lol. and make the icon smaller 

5. bring about the point of OneMap. this design is not attached to OneMap. the whole idea: 

use the web application to load the csv data. this app is not restricted to private property 

data. whenever they have spatio-temporal data, you can load it quickly without going 

through data server. so, for current quick prototype, mainly exploratory level.  

6. assume they have not seen anything like our visualisation. make sure they buy in this idea 

and excite them. SO, MAKE A GOOD STORY.  

7. USE WHOLE YEAR DATA. It’s in dropbox 

8. NOTE: the split-icon is not good. just put one icon there, with a table that lists 5 transactions 

that put under one project. In simple terms, walk them through what the map means.  

9. heatmap: instead of looking at clusters, we look at heatmap to quickly identify which areas 

that you have high volume of transactions so that you can zoom in and look at it.  

10. convert the radius to common units, e.g. m or km 

11. ask them which one they prefer and what circumstances they prefer which 

12. rename the graph name. for sub markets perspective, we have several controls. you can see 

by this bar chart. more importantly, this bar chart and this map is linked. if you want to look 

at condo, you have condo only on the map. for example, for EC, they are out of the CBD. ooo 

13. paint a story. the heatmap is linked to cluster as well!!! you don’t need to key in SQL or 

anything, just use the bar chart that’s all you need.  

14. spatial  property  time series  a story! 

15. yes now it’s a quick prototype for internal use, but there is a possibility that you can actually 

make this supplement the old REALIS system. This can be the kind of public fronting of the 

REALIS system. For that purpose, we just have to link REALIS database with this UI.  

16. There are things that we haven’t built yet or we want to post to you as questions. District by 

district using the dropdown? Multiple district selections? 

17. Be smart and make them look smart 

18. Is this whole thing in line with their workflow? How can we make it more comfortable to 

navigate? One good thing: all the graphs can be unchecked away.  

19. Put a tabular view here. It is good to have because they are used to it. But how many rows 

do they want to see???  

20. UI suggestion: use draggable.  



21. Brushing of outliers: not implemented yet. then can highlight in tabular view.  

22. histogram: make it filtering criteria in the future. just like date selector 

23. The data exploration module: it is not standalone, it is integrated with the map!!! 

24. End of Story.  

25. Make slides on database introduction – subsequent plans etc.  

26. Set the time line – after user experience study, get their comment by Friday so that we can 

have time to change before next director’s sharing. Make sure they see that we are 

incorporating the comments. Directors’ one shows collaboration, make suboordinates look 

good. Meet up with them before directors’ meeting to walk them through.  

27. For schedule, rename into more user friendly.  

28. Always refer to internship experience – using ArcGIS for map analysis etc etc. For 

subsequent phase, we want to optimise this app to support the construction hedonic pricing 

model. You can extract the GIS layers from database and construct hedonic pricing model to 

study if the distance to the nearest primary school affects property prices. Do a screenshot: 

checkbox. Multi-variable hedonic. Er… do possibility calculation in backend? Then use that 

that that table! Yeah that table! Go ahead and calculate.  

29. IN ONE LINE, PREPARE A STORY BOARD.  

30. Always bring in the internship experiences!!!!!!!!! Save time for analysts 

31. Distance to nearest school? How many schools within 1km? 

32. GIS feature aims to replace the manual extraction of GIS layer. Refer to Jeanne’s experience.  


